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TILTING PAD JOURNAL BEARINGS (TPJBs)
Hydrodynamic Journal Bearings provide lateral support to the rotor. A film of fluid separates the sliding journal surface from
the stationary bearing surface. When this film is squeezed in the direction of rotation, pressure is developed that supports
the rotor load. The fluid film provides stiffness and damping to the rotor-bearing system that affects its dynamic characteristic.
Tilting Pad Journal Bearings (TPJBs) have variable geometry wherein the bearing surface is able to tilt perpendicular
to the plane of motion. This feature almost completely eliminates the destabilizing force due to cross-coupled stiffness. For
this reason, TPJBs are heavily used in critical rotordynamic applications – usually in machines that operate at speeds above
the critical speeds of the rotor.
In addition to fixed geometry sleeve and lobed journal bearings, D&S Engineered Products offers two different types of
TPJBs: Rocker Back and Pliant Support.
Rocker Back TPJBs were first introduced almost a century ago. These consist of a set of journal pads assembled on the
inside diameter of a bearing shell. The outside diameter of the pads is slightly smaller than the inside diameter of the shell
allowing the pads to “rock” on the shell ID.
Pliant Support TPJBs are a much newer design. This type features a bearing made from a monolithic piece of material.
The journal pads are made using electric discharge machining (EDM). The pads are inherently attached to the “shell” via
an elastic pivot, similar to an I-beam. This allows the pad to tilt under load. Nozzles between the pads allow lubricating oil
to be injected close to the journal surface. This design provides significant advantages over the Rocker Back TPJB design in
many applications.
All journal bearings can be integrated with various types of thrust bearings to make a combination journal/thrust bearing.
The thrust faces may be bumper, taperland, rocker back tilting pad, or pliant support tilting pad types.

Characteristics of Rocker Back vs. Pliant Support TPJBs
ROCKER BACK

PLIANT SUPPORT

TECHNOLOGY

Assembled pads

EDM’d pads

PRECISION

± 0.001 inches (0.025 mm)

± 0.0005 inches (0.013 mm)

ADVANTAGE

Replaceable pads

Pivot doesn’t wear

DISADVANTAGE

Pivot wear due to brinelling, tolerance stackup

Higher cost for larger sizes

Suitability of Each Design for
Different Shaft Sizes
( • = least suitable, • • • • • = most suitable)

SHAFT SIZE

ROCKER BACK

PLIANT SUPPORT

0.5” (12mm)













1.0” (25mm)
2.0” (50mm)
4.0” (100mm)
8.0” (200mm)
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